Getting the most value from
extreme weather forecasts
Beth Ebert, Bureau of Meteorology
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What makes a good forecast?
Ensemble approach has advantages
• Consistency – reflects
best judgment

• Objective forecasts from numerical
modelling of weather & hazards

• Quality – is accurate

• Ensemble mean forecast more
accurate in some ways; realistic
representation of uncertainty

• Value – leads to better
decision

• Can make risk-based decisions
based on probability and cost/loss
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HIWeather promotes research into weak points in
the prediction & warning of high impact weather
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• Metrics for spatially complex ensemble
forecasts, allowing for observation error

•
•
•

• Survey of tropical cyclone skill in global model
ensembles and use in TC forecasting
• User-relevant metrics
• Evaluating the warnings value chain
• Validating warnings with unconventional data
• Evaluating effectiveness of impact-based
extreme weather warnings and behavioural
recommendations

